[Metal intolerance. A frequent condition, but difficult to diagnose].
Many of the methods and devices used for incompatibility testing of metals and alloys today are of questionable scientific value. Neither epicutaneous testing nor other diagnostic adjuncts from the realm of alternative medicine, nor patient-history data contained in so-called dental alloy passports, are generally able to yield any useful information. Analysis is particularly difficulty in situations where metallic components are cemented in place in the oral cavity. For many years now, the so-called splinter test has proven its value as a means of non-destructively identifying the type of alloy used. It can also be used for detecting persistent corrosion-prone adhesive oxides and soldering joints as causative agents of metal-related noxious processes. This article presents a number of case reports to demonstrate the reliability and the precision of the splinter test. Over a period of 10 years, more than 1600 splinter analyses have been performed at the University of Basle Center of Dentistry. According to a pertinent survey, these analyses were able to contribute to full treatment success in 63% of the cases, to partial success in 27% of the cases, and to no success in only 10% of the cases.